FREEDOM TRAIN-NOV. 6

Aids In College Drive

REPUBLICAN LEAGUE DRAFTS RESOLUTIONS

State Leaders Set To Prepare For '48
Legion Takes Military Training Poll

Spring Meeting To Be Held In New York

BUFFALO X. C. O. holds its annual meeting on Saturday, Dec. 7, at the Park Savoy Hotel. The meeting will be called to order at 2 o'clock. The speakers selected to address the meeting are Mrs. William J. Walker, Assistant Commissioner of Education for the city of Buffalo; and Dr. John J. O'Brien, superintendent of schools for the city of Buffalo.

Monroe Co. To Re-Election
Sought On GOP State

Press School

ROCHESTER, N. Y.-Youths of Rochester, Monroe county will provide...
Man Held In Death Of Drunk Girl Friend

Cleophas Smith

Running Again For Constable

Mayor's Backers Gain Advances

Pinsetter Dies After Fall

Killer Of Vet Freed Of Charge

Workers Strive To Reach Drive Goal

About Criminals

Race School Barred From State Group

Mayor Speaks To Civic Club About Record

Ex-Bishop's Appearance Rapped

David H. Sims Speaks At 'Force Convocation"
The Bulletin Board

Citizens Should Prepare to Vote On Two Bond Issues Nov. 4
Sen. Ferguson Sends Out Questionnaire on Current Problems

In addition to the election of the City officials two bond issues will be submitted to the voters. These issues, if not defeated, will mean a great deal of expense and improvement in the city.

The one voted upon first is the police station issue. It will provide money for the purchase of a site and construction of a police station.

The other issue is for the purchase of a site and construction of a public library.

The action of the City Council in making these important decisions is a reflection of the desire of the people to improve the city.

Along The Bookshelf

The Obstacles Facing Negro Youth Attending An
All-White High School Make Interesting Novel

A book that has received much attention is "The Obstacles Facing Negro Youth Attending An All-White High School." This novel is written by a Negro author and is based on his experiences as a student in an all-white school.

The book deals with the difficulties Negro students face in an all-white school, with emphasis on the psychological effects of being a minority group.

What About You?

Art of Good Eating Fast Being Lost in Hustle and Rush of
Modern Times: Meat Without Wine Like Day Void of Sunshine

"The Art of Good Eating Fast" is a book that has been receiving much attention. It is written by a chef who has been involved in the food industry for many years.

The book deals with the importance of eating well and the dangers of eating fast food.

Odds And Ends

Detroit Has a Historical Society, But Nowhere is Mention
Made of the Contributions to It's Growth by Race

Detroit has a Historical Society, but it is nowhere mentioned in any of the contributions made to it by people of different races.

The society was founded in 1923 and has been active in preserving the history of the city. It has a large collection of materials, including photographs, letters, and documents.

The society is open to people of all races, but it appears that the contributions of people of different races have not been mentioned in any of the materials.

Let's Get Together

The American Legion will be holding its 50th anniversary in the city on July 4th. The event will include a parade, a picnic, and a speech by the governor.

In addition to the anniversary, the Legion will be holding a blood drive on July 5th. The drive will be held at the Legion hall and is open to all members of the community.

Labors And Industry

Employers Like to Have Workers Who Show Interest In Their Work, and Likewise Employees Want Their Employers Like To Have Workers Who Show Interest In Their Work.

A survey conducted by the National Labor Relations Board found that employers like to have workers who show interest in their work. The survey also found that employees want their employers to show interest in their work.

The Common Defense

There Is No Such Thing As Any Man Having "Black" and "White" Bloods; All People Have "Black" and "White" Bloods.

The concept of "black" and "white" bloods has been disproven by scientific research. All people have "black" and "white" bloods.

The Common Man

Louis C. Blount and Walter F. Reuther Are Being Maliciously Misrepresented in Smear Campaigns Launched by Opponents

Louis C. Blount and Walter F. Reuther are being maliciously misrepresented in smear campaigns launched by opponents.

In addition to the smear campaigns, Blount and Reuther are also being targeted by the government.

The Common Cause

"The Common Cause" is a new magazine that is devoted to the cause of equal rights for all people.

The magazine will feature articles on a wide range of topics, including civil rights, labor, and women's rights.

The Common Bond

"The Common Bond" is a new magazine that is devoted to the cause of equal rights for all people.

The magazine will feature articles on a wide range of topics, including civil rights, labor, and women's rights.
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POLICE STUDY QUERY: WHEN TO SHOOT FLEEING SUSPECT?

Middle Course Sought

Court Sanction

Shooting at Known Felon, Not Suspect

When should a police officer shoot at a known felon, not at a fleeing suspect? This question has been the topic of much debate among law enforcement officials.

Army Announces Rules On Securing Officers

The Army has announced new rules regarding the securing of officers. The new rules will take effect immediately, and officers must comply with them immediately.

Cyclists Race To Flint In Olympic Try

John James, an Olympic hopeful, has announced his intention to participate in the Olympic cycling trials. He will be representing the United States in the event.

Fisk Singers

Observe 76th Anniversary

The Fisk Singers will be celebrating their 76th anniversary this year. The group will be performing a special concert to commemorate the occasion.

Jo' Baker

Headed For America

Jo' Baker, a well-known American performer, has announced that he will be heading to America soon. He will be performing a special concert in New York City.

June Arrives In D. C. In Time To Quiet Patrons

June, a well-known musical artist, has arrived in D.C. in time to quiet down the crowds. She will be performing a special concert at the Arena Gardens.

Howard May Get 2 More Dormitories

The Department of the Army has decided to provide two more dormitories to Howard University. The decision was made after a survey of the current student population revealed a need for more housing.

Arena Gardens Initial Card Packed With Action

Clint Carson lost on right hand, but salvaged a good record in the men's track meet. The Freedom Train, Walter White, had a good record in the men's track meet. He was out of the line-up, but kept going.

Campus Kaleidoscope

- Max Schmeling's Tries Comeback At Age Of 42
- Lionel Hampton Is Not Lion-Hearted
- Robinson In 3rd Place On Fidler's Poll

Dillard Co-Owner Of 220 Low Hurdles

LONDON—Officially registered as a registered owner, the Dillard Company has been named as the owner of the 220 low hurdle race. The race is scheduled for next Saturday.

Dixie Review?

Freedom Train Bias Rumored

NEW YORK—A report that the Freedom Train, a resort for the black American, is being biased in its selection of performers has been circulating. The report is denied by the train's management.

Time To Mail Gifts To Gis Overseas

The Department of the Army has announced that it is time to mail gifts to Gis overseas. The deadline for mailing the gifts is next Friday.

Grid Scores

Washington D.C.—On the eve of its departure for the new dormitories, Howard University's Grid hosted a special party for the students.

Graves Seen Rehired

While in Detroit recently, he pulled away in our fastly growing. Met a number of new fellows as usual. Met a number of new fellows as usual.
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Delegates To Convention

No. 1238, American Legion

Rochester, N.Y.
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